


louise

Intended for modern working, dining, and living, the Louise chair combines a clean,
steel structure, perforated steel back and upholstery resulting in an effortless modern classic that is perfectly 

proportioned.
The Louise chairs can evoke such different moods and ambiences just by combining the light lacquered metal 
frame in any colour from our large selection of lacquered colours, together with the seat which is available in 

a selection of curated fabrics or leathers from our collection.

At every edition of Maison et Objet, Mambo Unlimited Ideas releases new products in a continuous effort of 
bringing creativity and high quality design to the event, adding at the same time new products to the collection 

which grows bigger every year. 

This year in Maison et Objet, Mambo Unlimited Ideas is releasing a new Louise collection, the effortless modern 
classic chairs, all done in Metal and upholstery, which can be combined in an endless array of colours. We are also 
presenting the Choux armchair, Mona Center and Side Tables, the new Charlie armchair, and new Kai dinner table.

www.mambounlimitedideas.com



choux

Choux armchair is proportional and sculptural, perfectly made to the human scale. It gathers strong
upholstered shapes lightly supported on elegant stands that can be fully upholstered in a selection of curated 

fabrics or lacquered colours,.

charlie

Like a warm embrace, Charlie armchair welcomes you to stay within and relax. An elevated homage to post-
modern design that radiates through its unusual proportions and strong curves with softness and fine detailing 

resulting in a must-have piece.

www.mambounlimitedideas.com



mona

The strong shapes of these tables play between them in an alluring game of proportion and color which 
results in the creation of a perfect balance and tension of material and negative space. 

kai
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About Mambo Unlimited Ideas:

The brand is based in Lisbon, Portugal, a country with a long crafts tradition. The city of Lisbon growing dynamic reflects 
the emerging creativity and energy that is making Lisbon to be recognised as a new cultural and business cluster and here 
Mambo gathered the energies of talented people to develop its collection. 

Mambo’s growing presence in the international market reflects the brand approach: “Our work is about innovation and 
creativity, with quality. And that’s what we love to do. We channel our suppliers craft abilities leading our production 
teams to careful produce each item of our collection, delivering top quality original products.  

The care and dedication put into each pieces’production reflects the whole path from the inspiration and research to the 
design development and materials selection. Our challenge and goal is to constantly create original and quality products 
while developing a growing globally recognised company, through our collections and our relation with all the market 
players.

We invite you to travel through our collection, getting to know the richness of our piece’s. In this collection
you will find original pieces where many di�erent crafts and materials are creatively joined together in balance, for 
surprising, fresh and functional results.”

Note do editors:

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Agnes Couch by Mambo Unlimited Ideas

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Link by Utu Soulful Lighting
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